Abstract. The expression for polarized electric dipole moment of well-deformed reflection asymmetric nuclei is obtained in the framework of liquid-drop model in the case of geometrically similar proton and neutron surfaces. The expression for polarized electric dipole moment consists of the first and second orders terms. It is shown that the second-order correction terms of the polarized electric dipole moment are important for well-deformed nuclei.
Introduction
Reflection asymmetric deformation of nucleus induces the proton-neutron redistribution. As a result, the proton or neutron density distributions became slightly polarized and reflection asymmetric in the nuclear volume. Due to such density polarization the position of proton center of mass is shifted relatively the nuclear center of mass; therefore reflection asymmetric nuclei have the polarized electric dipole moment (PEDM).
The PEDM of nuclei with quadrupole and octupole surface deformations was firstly obtained by V. M. Strutinsky in 1956 [1] in the framework of liquid-drop model. A short time later A. Bohr and B. R. Mottelson was evaluated the PEDM in the same model [2] , but Strutinsky's derivation is the correct one [3] . The PEDM was found for non-axial nuclei with quadrupole and octupole deformations in Refs. [4, 5] . Note the PEDM discussed in Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] is only related to the proton-neutron polarization in the volume of nuclei with quadrupole and octupole surface deformations.
However the proton-neutron density polarization in the nuclear volume induces the variation of proton and neutron radii and, therefore, leads to the corresponding surface contribution into the PEDM. The expression for PEDM with volume and surface contributions was derived in Ref. [6] in the framework of the droplet model for axial nuclei with the proton radius R p (θ) in the form
Here R 0p is the proton radius of spherical nucleus, β ℓ is the deformation parameter and Y ℓ0 (θ) is the spherical harmonic function. Both spherical and deformed nuclei have a neutron skin of constant thickness in the framework of the droplet model, see Ref. [6] and papers cited therein, therefore the neutron radius R n (θ) of deformed nuclei is not proportional the proton one R p (θ) in the droplet model. Due to this expression for the PEDM obtained in the droplet model consists of the volume and surface charge redistribution contributions as well as the contribution related to the neutron skin thickness [6, 7] . The neutron skin thickness contribution arises precisely from the non-coincidence of the centers of mass of a uniform skin and of the volume it encloses [6, 7] . The expression for PEDM for nuclei with geometrically similar proton and neutron surfaces, i.e. when proton and neutron radii have the same angular dependence
was obtained in Ref. [8] . Here R 0n is the neutron radius of spherical nucleus. The neutron skin thickness depends on θ, when radii of the proton and neutron surfaces are proportionally to each other. The PEDM consists of the volume and surface charge redistribution contributions only in this case [8] , because the neutron skin thickness contribution equals zero for geometrically similar proton and neutron surfaces, see for details [7, 8, 9] and Sec. II. The neutron skin center of mass coincides with the nucleus the ones [8, 9] . The expressions for volume and surface parts of the PEDM for non-axial nuclei with arbitrary multipole deformations and geometrically similar proton and neutron surfaces are given in Ref. [10] . The equilibrium shapes of some nuclei are non-axial reflection asymmetric [11] . Moreover PEDM can be arisen at non-axial reflection asymmetric surface vibrations [10] .
We emphasize that the PEDM obtained in the first non-zero order on multipole deformations of nuclear surface is proportional to β ℓ β ℓ+1 and all expressions for the PEDM presented in Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] are derived in this approximation.
Numerical study of the PEDM in well-deformed nuclei in Ref. [12] shows that the first approximation for PEDM is strongly underestimated the numerical one. Moreover the difference between the numerical and first-order values of PEDM increases with values of deformation parameters strongly [12] .
The values of PEDM have been also evaluated in the frameworks of various semi-microscopic or microscopic approaches, see Refs. [9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and papers cited therein.
The nuclei with quadrupole and octupole deformations, E1 transitions and the PEDM are studied intensively recently [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . The PEDM plays important role in various phenomena of well-deformed reflection asymmetric nuclei. Thus Karpeshin has shown that well-deformed fission fragments of such shapes formed during prompt fission give rise to both the anomalous E1 internal conversion [27] and the prompt gamma radiation [28, 29] related to the PEDM. The left-right asymmetry of fission induced by polarized neutrons can be also linked to the PEDM [30] . The E1 transitions possibly linked to octupole vibrations around super-deformed shape can be also enhanced by the PEDM [31, 32, 33, 34, 35] . Strong E1 transitions related to the low-energy shape oscillations of negative parity in the first and second (isomeric) minima in actinides are also connected to the PEDM [36] .
However application of expression for the PEDM obtained in the first order for well-deformed nuclei is questionable as pointed by Skalski [12] . Therefore it is desirable to obtain expression for the PEDM in the next order at least, which is the second order approximation for the PEDM contained terms proportional to β ℓ β ℓ ′ β ℓ ′′ . Such expression should be helpful and practical for description of various nature E1 transition in well-deformed nuclei.
The PEDM evaluated in the framework semi-microscopic approaches [13, 14] consists of macroscopic and microscopic contributions. The microscopic contribution of PEDM is evaluated without applying the perturbation approach on the surface deformation parameters, while macroscopic the one is evaluated by using expressions obtained in the first non-zero order on multipole deformations. Therefore more accurate expression for the macroscopic part of the PEDM improves the accuracy of the PEDM evaluated in the framework of semi-microscopic models.
It is well-known that shell effects are reduced in heated nuclei. Due to this expression for PEDM has reliable accuracy for highly excited fission fragments. The shape of fission fragments after rupture has appreciable reflection asymmetry. Microscopic calculation of PEDM in heated nuclei has not done up to now. Therefore expression for the PEDM obtained in the next order at least can be useful for evaluation of various effects related to dipole moment of fission fragments.
Various proposals on neutron skin are discussed recently. The neutron skin of permanent thickness in deformed nuclei is widely applied in the framework of the droplet model [6, 7] and other papers related to this model. The neutron skin with thickness depended on θ and related to well-known and widely-used relation for the proton and neutron radii (2) is also very common in nuclear physics; see, for example, the description of the proton and neutron mean field radii and etc. [9, 12, 14, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] . We emphasize that the shapes of potential and density distributions are geometrically similar due to a consistency between the density distribution and the corresponding mean-field potential [9] . More complex approximation to the neutron skin thickness related to different neutron versus proton deformations of nuclei is discussed in Ref. [45, 46] . The thickness of neutron skin has complex angular dependence on θ in such case.
Diverse approximations for neutron skin shape are reasonable for small and medium deformed nuclei close to the beta-stability line. The ratio (2) between the proton and neutron radii is, probably, discussable for extremelydeformed and/or neutron-rich nuclei as pointed in Ref. [7] . Current experimental studies of neutron distribution on the surface of nuclei devote to the neutron skin thickness in spherical nuclei mainly, see Refs. [47, 48] and papers cited therein. Available experimental data [47, 48] cannot support firmly any of these approximations on the neutron skin thickness in deformed nuclei.
Relationship between proton and neutron surfaces or potential described by Eq. (2) is very widely used in nuclear physics for small, medium and even well-deformed nuclei [9, 12, 14, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] . Therefore, in Sec. II we derive expressions for the PEDM for the geometrically similar proton and neutron surfaces, which takes into account the first (∝ β ℓ β ℓ+1 ) and second (∝ β ℓ β ℓ ′ β ℓ ′′ ) orders contributions. Discussion of obtained expressions, numerical results and conclusion are given in Sec. III.
Model and expression for PEDM
Let us consider the axial nucleus with proton and neutron radii described by Eq. (2). There are no any density polarizations in spherical nuclei, therefore the equilibrium neutron and proton density distributions in deformed nucleus can be presented as ρ n = ρ 0n + δρ n and ρ p = ρ 0p + δρ p . Here ρ 0n = 3N/(4πR 3 0n ) and ρ 0p = 3Z/(4πR 3 0p ) are the equilibrium neutron and proton densities in spherical nucleus, δρ n and δρ p are the variations of neutron and proton densities induced by surface deformation, Z and N are the numbers of protons and neutrons in the nucleus.
Due to high value of the nuclear matter incompressibility the total nuclear density ρ = ρ n + ρ p in the nuclear volume is constant ρ = ρ 0n + ρ 0p , therefore δρ n = −δρ p , see also [1, 8] .
We should take into account that the numbers of protons and neutrons in deformed nucleus are, respectively, Z and N ; and the center of mass must lie in the plane of mirror symmetry of the nucleus [1, 8, 9] , because the reflection asymmetric nuclear shapes are coupled by sub-barrier tunnel transition. These two conditions can be easy fulfilled by introduction of auxiliary monopole β 0 and dipole β 1 deformations, i.e.
The values of β 0 and β 1 are, correspondingly, determined by equations
For the sake of simplicity we take into account the most important multipole deformations of nuclear surface β 2 , β 3 , β 4 , β 5 , β 6 . The expressions for β 0 and β 1 taken into account all quadratic and cubic terms on β 2 , β 3 , β 4 , β 5 , β 6 can be directly obtained from Eq. (4) and (5), however corresponding equations are cumbersome and therefore not presented here.
The PEDM is defined as
Due to deviation of the nuclear surface from spherical form there are variation of the proton density into the nuclear volume δρ p (r). The variation of nucleon density in nuclear volume induces the deviation of the proton radius δR p (θ) from the equilibrium position on the nuclear surface. The proton radius variation induces the proton density variations in the volume δR p (θ)∆S, where ∆S is the element of surface square. Therefore the PEDM in reflection asymmetric nuclei with axial symmetry is related to the redistribution of protons relatively neutrons into the nuclear volume and on the nuclear surface, see also [6, 8] ,
where
Here Eq. (5) is taken into account at simplification of Eq.
dθ . So, the volume part of PEDM is related to the volume integral and density variation in the nuclear volume δρ p while the surface part of the one is determined by the surface integral and the proton radius variation δR p (θ).
The proton (or neutron) density variation induced by surface deformation produces additional pressure on the free nuclear surface. Due to this pressure the position of corresponding surface is slightly shifted. Both the surface symmetry energy and Coulomb force counteract the surface shift and neutralize the additional pressure on the free nuclear surface induced by density variations, see for details [6, 8, 10] . Normal to the surface variation of the proton radius is defined by the boundary condition [6, 8, 10] , which equalizes the normal to surface pressures induced by density fluctuations, neutron-skin stiffness and Coulomb interaction, and equals to
where Q is the neutron-skin stiffness coefficient [6, 10] , φ = ϕ−ϕ, ϕ(r) is the Coulomb potential related to the protons,
is the average potential value in the nucleus and A = Z + N . Note that ZδR p (θ) + N δR n (θ) = 0, because the center of the mass must lie in the plane of mirror symmetry of the nucleus, i.e.
dV r cos (θ) ρ(r)
Here Eq. (5) and condition δρ p = −δρ n are taken into account.
If we know δρ p (r) and ϕ(r) than we can evaluate the PEDM using Eqs. (7)- (10) . Let us find δρ p (r) and ϕ(r) in the framework of liquid-drop model. The energy density functional, which is described density distribution in the nuclear volume, can be written in a simple form [1, 8, 10 ]
where −a v is the bulk energy per nucleon in symmetric nuclear matter and J is the volume symmetry energy. Note that the energy density functional of the droplet model contains the dilatation term [6] , but parameter L related to the dilatation term is equal zero in recent parameter set of the droplet model [6] , therefore we neglect dilatation term here. The energy of nucleus E is related to the energy density functional E = dV E. The equation determined the equilibrium distribution of the charge into the nuclear volume can be obtained by variation of the energy
on δρ p with the additional condition conserved the number of protons in the nucleus. As the result, we get
where λ ′ = a v + λ and λ is the Lagrangian coefficient related to the additional condition. The solution of this equation is
Note that dV δρ p = −3eA 32πR 3 0p J dV (ϕ − ϕ) = 0. We neglect by the difference between R 0p and R 0n at evaluation of volume quantities. The electric potential can be found by using the Poisson equation
Substituting (15) into (8) and taking into account (5) we get
Using (10) and approximation
[6], we rewrite (9) into the form
. So, the volume (17) and surface (18) parts of PEDM are determined by the Coulomb potential ϕ(r).
The Coulomb potential of deformed nucleus is
This potential satisfies to Eq. (16). It is possible to find potential ϕ(r) by applying the perturbation theory to Eqs. (14), (15) and (19) . We expand the potential and the variation of proton density into the perturbation series
where the superscript corresponds to the number of perturbation approach. Corresponding solution for the Lagrangian coefficient is variation of proton density into the perturbation series
Substituting perturbation series (20)-(21) into Eqs. (15) and (19) we get
and
where φ k (r) = ϕ k (r) − ϕ k (r). Using Eqs. (22) and (23) we get the recurrent equation
which determines the potential with any necessary degree of accuracy. As a result, we can evaluate the volume and surface contributions of PEDM using Eqs. (17), (18), (20), (24) and (25) . The macroscopic PEDM can be written as
where 2956096 √ 11 (30) are the volume and surface second-order contributions related to ϕ 0 (r) contribution (see Eqs. (17), (18), (20), (24)), and are the volume and surface second-order contributions connected to ϕ 1 (r) contribution (see Eqs. (17), (18), (19), (25) ), r 0 = R 0p /A 1/3 . This expression of the PEDM is obtained with the help of symbolic computation software M athematica.
We propose at evaluation of the PEDM that ratio of potentials ϕ 1 (r)/ϕ 0 (r) is the same order as β ℓ , therefore we take into account terms proportional to the product of deformations β ℓ β ℓ ′ in D v21 or D s21 and neglect by the next order terms β ℓ β ℓ ′ β ℓ ′′ . This proposal is natural for the hierarchy of solutions in the form of the perturbation series.
The first term in Eq. (27) was obtained in Refs. [1, 3] , Eqs. (27) and (28) were derived in Refs. [6, 8] , and Eqs. (29)- (32) are found for the first time.
Discussion and conclusions
The total value of PEDM D tot is the sum of macroscopic D macro and microscopic shell-correction D micro contributions [9, 14, 12] calculated for the same shapes of the proton and neutron surfaces [9] , i.e.
The macroscopic part of PEDM can be evaluated by using Eqs. (26)- (32) .
The total values of PEDM evaluated in the framework of various models are compared with the experimental data for thorium isotopes in Fig. 1 . The experimental data are taken from Refs. [13, 25, 26] . Our calculation of the macroscopic part D macro is done with the help of [6] . The values of multipole deformation parameters β ℓ and microscopic part of PEDM D micro are taken from Ref. [14] . The results obtained in our model well agree with the experimental data for 220−228 Th, see Fig. 1 . The total values of PEDM calculated by Butler and Nazarewicz using the droplet model approach for macroscopic part [14] are shown in Fig. 1 too. The results of the droplet model approach underestimate the experimental data for 223−228 Th, see Fig.  1 . The values of PEDM obtained in the framework of cranking Skyrme-Hartree-Fock approach D SHF [15] are also presented in Fig. 1 3 . Dependencies of the total macroscopic PEDM evaluated in the first D1macro and second Dmacro orders on octupole β3 deformation as well as the same dependencies of contributions Dv1, Dv20, Dv21, Ds1, Ds20, and Ds21 into the PEDM. The quadrupole and octupole deformations of 220 Th are only taken into account.
our proposal, that the proton and neutron surfaces are geometrically similar (see Eq. (2)), is reasonable.
The values of macroscopic part of PEDM evaluated in our model D macro are larger than the ones obtained in the framework of the droplet model D macro DM , see Fig.  1 and Refs. [6, 7, 8, 9] . Comparing the results in Fig. 1 we conclude that the microscopic contribution to the PEDM D micro is smaller than the macroscopic one D macro .
Let us study the role of second-order contributions into the macroscopic part of the PEDM in well-deformed nuclei. We consider nuclei with quadrupole and octupole deformations at the beginning. Here we neglect by the microscopic part of PEDM for simplicity. Dependence of the PEDM on the quadrupole deformation value at fixed value of octupole deformation is presented in Fig. 2 , while dependence of the PEDM on the octupole deformation value at fixed value of quadrupole deformation is presented in Fig. 3 . Fixed values of quadrupole or octupole deformations are pointed in Figs. 2-3 . These values of the defor- mation parameters are typical for the ground-state of reflection asymmetric actinides [14] . The macroscopic PEDM consists of six contributions 
gives small correction for the case of variable quadrupole and fixed octupole deformations (see Fig. 2 ). However this contribution noticeably enhances the value of PEDM at large octupole deformation in the case of variable octupole and fixed quadrupole deformations (see Fig. 3 ). The total PEDM evaluated at large octupole and fixed quadrupole deformations is large than the one for large quadrupole and fixed octupole deformations.
Nuclei with reflection asymmetry have also non-zero values of high-order multipole deformations [12, 14] . Dependencies of macroscopic PEDM on the value quadrupole and octupole deformation at fixed values of other defor-mations are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. Values of fixed high-order multipole deformations parameters pointed in Figs. 4-5 are typical for the ground-state of reflection asymmetric actinides [14] .
The values of high-order multipole deformations are smaller than the ones for quadrupole or octupole deformations as a rule [12, 14] . Nevertheless high-order multipole deformations enhance the value of PEDM noticeably, compare results presented in Figs. 2-5 . The influence of second order terms is also strengthening by high-order multipole deformations.
Qualitatively similar results related to the influence of second order contribution on the PEDM was obtained numerically in Ref. [12] , but contributions D v21 and D s21 related to ϕ 1 were skipped in this work. Note that Skalski [12] evaluate the macroscopic part of the PEDM for the case of constant neutron skin (the droplet model approach). As pointed in the introduction the PEDM evaluated in the framework of droplet model has additional contribution related to the difference between the center of mass of neutron skin of uniform thickness and the center of mass of the nucleus, which reduces the value of the PEDM induced by density redistribution [6] , compare also lines denoted as D macro and D macro DM in Fig. 1 . This neutron skin contribution into the PEDM is zero in the case of neutron skin formed by geometrically similar neutron and proton surfaces. Therefore numerical comparison of our and Skalski's results cannot show the difference between the first and second order contributions into the PEDM obtained in various approaches, because the comparison shows mainly the difference related to the neutron-skin contribution.
We evaluate the PEDM of the hyperdeformed state of 152 Dy. The values of deformation parameters of 152 Dy in hyperdeformed state are β 2 = 0.61, β 3 = 0.1, β 4 = 0.11 β 5 = 0.05 and β 6 = 0 [12] . The values of macroscopic part of PEDM obtained in the first and second orders using Eqs. (26)- (32) are D macro = 0.67 e fm and D 1macro = 0.46 e fm correspondingly. The microscopic shell-correction part of PEDM evaluated for geometrically similar proton and neutron surfaces is D shell = −0.34 e fm [12] . As the result the total values of PEDM found in the cases of applying the first and second orders calculation of the macroscopic part of PEDM are D macro + D shell = 0.33 e fm and D 1macro + D shell = 0.12 e fm respectively. Note that the total values of PEDM evaluated using the exact numerical calculation of the macroscopic contribution in the framework of the droplet model is D macro Skalski + D shell = 0.06 e fm [12] . Hereby, the PEDM depends strongly on the second-order terms in well-deformed nuclei as well as on the neutron skin shape.
In conclusion, the expression for macroscopic PEDM taken into account the first and second order terms on the parameters of multipole deformations is obtained in the case of geometrically similar proton and neutron surfaces of reflection asymmetric nuclei.
The second order terms are important at large values of deformation parameters. The second order terms are especially important for nuclear shape with non-zero values of high-order multipole deformation parameters.
Second order contributions D v20 and D s20 enlarge the value of PEDM obtained in the first order. In contrast to this contributions D v21 and D s21 decrease the value of PEDM obtained in the first order. Compensation of these contributions into the PEDM value occurs at small values of deformations. However contribution D v20 + D s20 into the PEDM value is larger than contributions D v21 + D s21 at large values of deformation parameters.
The reduced probabilities of dipole transitions B(E1) are measured in various experiments [13, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . Note that B(E1) is proportional to the squared value of the PEDM D 2 [13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . Therefore the second order contribution into PEDM leads to significant variation of B(E1) in well-deformed nuclei.
The obtained expression can be easily applied for estimation of the macroscopic PEDM and strength of dipole transition probabilities in various well-deformed nuclei.
